Dogs have been
banned from Antarctica since 1994
to prevent potential
spread of disease to
seals.

A missing
woman on vacation
in Iceland in 2012 was
found to be in a search
party looking for
herself.

Albert Einstein
never wore
socks.

Snails have

14,000 teeth!

The state of
Ohio issues bright
yellow license
plates to DUI
offenders.

Every
continent besides
Antarctica has a
McDonald’s.

The word
‘oxymoron’ is itself
is an oxymoron.
In Ancient Greek
‘oxy’ means ‘sharp’
and ‘moros’ means
‘stupid.’

Some banks have
‘wealth psychologists’
who help clients who
are unable to mentally
handle their extensive
wealth.

ODD BUT TRUE

Mars has
blue
sunsets.

Approximately
1,000,000 dogs in
the U.S. are named
the heirs of their
owners’ wills.

25 weirdly true facts

Bullfrogs
don’t sleep.

The unicorn
is the national
animal of
Scotland.

Located at the San
Alfonso del Mar resort in
Algarrobo, Chile, the world’s
largest swimming pool is more
than 1,000 yards long, covers
20 acres, has a 115-ft. deep
end and holds 66 million
gallons of water.

Women were
not allowed to
run the Boston
Marathon until
1972.

Alligators
give manatees
the right of way
when they swim
near each
other.
The average
pencil supposedly has
enough graphite to
draw a line 35 miles
long or write about
45,000 words.

An octopus
has three
hearts and
nine brains.

When written down,
the world “almost” is the
longest word in the English
language to have all of its
letters in alphabetical
order.

The first toy
advertised on
TV was Mr.
Potato Head.

In Slovakia, and
nearby nations, families
traditionally have carp for
Christmas after they let the
fish swim in the bathtub for a
few days to supposedly help
flush the mud from the
fish’s digestive tract.

As of June
2017, Myspace
still has about
28 million
users.

There are
almost 7,000
living languages
in the world.

A study by the
American Chemical
Society found catnip
to repel mosquitoes
10 times better
than DEET.

Tigers have striped
skin in addition
to striped fur. Every
tiger has a unique
stripe pattern.

A group
of pandas
is called an
embarrassment.
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